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CORRESPONDENCE

chance of being accepted by Indian Pediatrics or any other
Journal. A group of practicing pediatricians could,
however, participate in well-designed, relevant studies.
The IAP should identify its priorities and define short as
well as long term objectives, which must be vigorously
pursued.

Incidentally, I cannot think of any message from
RNS, except perhaps Resistant Nephrotic Syndrome !
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We read with interest the recent article in series on art and
science of paper writing [1]. With a focus on guiding
emerging authors from falling prey to predatory journals,
the article indeed puts up a sincere effort. This is relevant
as India has already been pointed out as a hub of such
greedy journals [2]. However, we would like to add few
more points.

If we consider recent debate over recommendations
for academic promotion, it was noted that such journals
are sending spam mails to authors with a mention of their
eligibility for  Medical Council of India criteria – an act
equivalent to trapping ambitious authors – luring them to
‘fast-track publications’ at the cost of quality and
originality. As noted by Beall, such journals are
originating every week, particularly from developing
world [2]. The root of many so-called global/ world/
international journals could be traced back to countries
like India and Nigeria [3,4].

As we are being flooded with predatory journals
today, the process of scientific communication is also
undergoing some prominent changes. One of them is
introduction of open access by the frontiers of health
research. In addition, for ensuring survival in a
competitive market, even legitimate publishers are
offering short review process [2]. On the other hand, to
keep reputations intact, many journals are seen to retract
duplicate/plagiarised publications – a clear indication
that better review process is not uniformly available
across the globe.

Criteria were proposed earlier in literature to help
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authors get rid of the predatory journals [3]. In fact, if we
consider publication fee/submission fee as a parameter
for detecting predatory nature, numerous journals from
India would lose their sheen. Many open access journals
have no or substandard review process and article
processing fee keeps more merit than scientific
contribution, revealed a sting operation conducted by the
journal Science [4]. The authors need to be cautious while
dealing with e-mails requesting scientific contribution or
joining editorial boards. All open access journals are not
fishy, but some definitely are.

In fact, scientific committees all over the world has
not appointed Beall for identifying the predatory
journals. People have also reacted to his effort of
‘correcting’ the trend of open access [5]. However, even
after all controversies, when we discuss a topic like
‘publishing in scientific journal’, Beall makes most of the
appearances on a positive note, not his critics!
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